INTRODUCING THE

PROGLOW

Long-lasting LED light stick designed to reduce your lighting cost

TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS FOR FISHERMEN AND THE ENVIRONMENT

A tough lightweight fishing light for line fishing
Effective at increasing your catch rates whilst decreasing your costs
Cost Effective
10 times cheaper over 1 year than
using chemical light sticks.

Long Battery Life
1700 hours battery life
(based on superbright model).

Highly Effective
Increase your catch rates (constant
bright light throughout duration of set).

Auto Immersion Switch
On/off in water.

Easy to Use
Multiple attachment options available
(split ring, locking collar, ProGlow snap).

Durable
Tough polycarbonate housing,
depth rated to 1000m.

Fit and Forget
Proven to not interfere with fishing
operations.

Available in a range of colours and
brightness: flashing or constant
Green, white, blue and disco.

FIND OUT MORE AT

fishtekmarine.com

PROGLOW (PAT.) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FITTING OPTIONS:
OPTION 1: LOCKING COLLAR

For locking collar use with mono-filament lines between 1.4mm - 2.4mm in diameter.

1. Feed the end of the line through the

notch in the line clip and up through
the groove in the locking collar

2. Twist the locking collar clockwise until
it clicks, making sure the line trapped
inside

Dimensions

92mm x 27mm x 16mm

Weight with batteries

41 grams

In-water weight

17 grams

Depth rating

1000m

Line attachment

1.Locking collar 2.Split ring 3.ProGlow snap

Battery type

2 X AAA Alkaline (replaceable or rechargeable)

Immersion switch

Automatic immersion switch

Housing

Durable polycarbonate

PROGLOW BATTERY LIFE*
LED Mode

Model (brightness)
Superbright

OPTION 2: SPLIT RING

Colour Options**

Ultrabright

(0.21 Lumen)

(0.70 Lumen)

Flashing

2,700 hours

800 hours

Green, White, Blue, Disco

Constant

1,700 hours

500 hours

Green, White, Blue

*Battery durations are approximate and dependant on water temperature and battery quality
**Bespoke models are available on request

1. Attach longline snap (not included)
to split ring

2. Snap to line

BATTERY REPLACEMENT (ALSO SEE VIDEO ON WEBSITE)

OPTION 3: PROGLOW SNAP

1. Insert a small flat head
1. Place snap into the groove
in the locking collar

2. Twist locking collar

clockwise until it clicks

3. Squeeze & snap to attach
to line
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screwdriver into indent
located centrally at base
of end cap and prise off

2. Replace old batteries with

new batteries ensuring the
polarity is correct

3. Click the endcap back

onto the ProGlow.
Test the light is working
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